Folder No. | Description
---|---
107-111 | Notebook Thirty-Two (1949-52). Continued: clipping; remarks to Shrine Mass meeting (10/30/52); remarks to Denver doctors, "What Price Freedom?" (October 1952); "The Proud Record--Or is It?"; campaign remarks in Kentucky, "The Issues--The Five C's" (1952); "Reds and Crooks"; campaign remarks outline; remarks to Chicago's 50th ward (9/18/52); outline, Chattanooga luncheon; "Judgment Day"; campaign remarks in Tulsa; campaign remarks at Brigham Young University (1952); "The Tower of Babel"; American Forum of the Air, "But He Tarried Longer than the Time Set" and campaign remarks; "Mine Safety Bill"; clipping; "November 1952"; "Architecture of Confusion" (1952); campaign remarks on Labor Day (September 1952); remarks to Chicago doctors (2/10/52); "Socialized Medicine"; "Truman and History"; notes, "Ralph J. Gampell--Socialized Medicine"; "Freedom and You" (1951); remarks to physicians on socialized medicine; remarks to the Syrian-Lebanese Dinner, Chicago (8/31/52); remarks to the Benjamin Franklin Thrift Luncheon, Chicago (1/17/50); campaign remarks, "Behind the Mess" (1952); outline, Chattanooga luncheon; Dirksen versus Kerr, "The Issues in 1952"; "Who is the Peace Party?"; final campaign remarks during Dirksen's 1950 Senate campaign, Pekin (November 1950); "Republican" (1952).
112-119 | Notebook Thirty-Three (1949-52). Contents: remarks, J.C. Penney Company 50th anniversary; "The Washington Scene"; "Lincoln"; remarks to New York Traffic Club (2/21/52); Payli observations; remarks to New York Traffic Club, "What Price Freedom?" (2/21/52); remarks at Illinois Lincoln dinner (2/9/52); remarks to National Automobile Dealers Association, "The State of the Union"; "NADA"; "The Next 75 Years"; remarks to NADA, New York (1/30/52); "Lincoln"; remarks at Chicago Lincoln dinner; "The Book Nobody Knows"; "New Hampshire Taxpayers"; general remarks in Davenport, Iowa; "New Hampshire"; "Town Hall" (1952); "The Whole Lincoln"; remarks to Republican Women; campaign remarks in Hartford (1952); "What Price Victory?" (1952); "I am for Taft" (1952); campaign remarks in Concord, New Hampshire; "Japanese Treaty"; campaign remarks, Charlestown; remarks to "Syn. Org. Chem. Mfgs. Assn." (12/11/51); remarks to American Farm Bureau Federation, Chicago (12/12/51); notes on Negroes; "Lincoln" for CBS; Lincoln Day remarks (1951); remarks at New York Finance dinner (12/3/51); "Republican Responsibility" (1949); remarks to Salem Soldiers and Sailors (1949); "Leader from Behind" (1949); clippings about labor; notes on socialism, government power; "The Marshall Plan"; "Travel at Your Own Risk"; farm facts and agriculture; clipping about Scott Lucas; budget and fiscal facts; clipping; campaign remarks in Morgan County (9/15/49); "Failure of Senate Leadership" and notes; remarks to Kankakee Republicans (8/29/49); notes on government spending, "Republicans"; "Liberty"; "Republican Analysis"; list of speeches given; remarks to Rock Island Republican Women; remarks to Insurance Federation of Illinois (4/7/52); remarks to Illinois Automotive Association, "Impact of National Controls on Business" (4/7/52); remarks to Pittsburg Life Insurance Council, "The True State of the Union" (3/24/52); remarks to Controllers in Washington, D.C. (3/25/52); remarks to American Power Conference, "Centennial of American Society of Engineers" (1952); remarks to Associated Retail Bakers, "Planning to Do in Fifty-Two" (3/17/52); "Kansas Day" (1952); "Secrecy and Morals"; remarks to Supermarket Institute (5/15/50); remarks to Illinois Letter Carriers; remarks to Young Republicans; "Change"; remarks to Waukegan Young Republicans; "Women and Victory"; "In Reply to Harry"; notes on various topics; "Cold War or Just Plain